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ON THE DISTANCE BETWEEN POLYTOPES*

LEOPOLD B. WILLNER
Northwestern University

Abstract. This paper is written to fill an apparent gap in the literature in connection
with some elementary problems of distance in finite dimensional normed linear spaces.
In particular the problem of determining the distance between two polytopes in a
normed n-dimensional real vector space is considered. Special consideration is given
to the case in which the norm is a twice differentiable function of its arguments and
for this case a convex programming algorithm is presented. In addition several other
cases are considered including the well known discrete Tchebycheff approximation.
The results should find application in approximation theory.

0. Notation.
Rn —The vector space of all real n-tuples {ax , ■ ■ ■ , an)T
11 • 11 —A norm on R"

|, —The norms defined by

imi. = (i:w),/ for 1 < t < oo

||f/||oo = max \ui\ U t Ii"
i

R"t ■—The normed linear space \Rn, ||-||i}
e -—The vector (1,1, • • • , 1 )T t R"
A+ —The Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix A, or generalized inverse of A, see [7].

1. Introduction. The primary purpose of this paper is to consider a feasible method
of determining the distance between two polytopes in a space {Rn, ||-||}, i.e.

Minimize |\X — l'|| when AX < d, BY < b (1)
X.Yr Rn

where A and B are m X n and k X n real matrices respectively. In particular the objective
is to determine X* t Cx = \X; AX < d\ and Y* t C'2 — \Y; BY < 6| such that

j|X* - Y*|| = dist. (C1 , C2) = inf ||Z - F||. (2)
XtC 1, YtC,

In Sec. 2 we prove that such 'optimal' vectors always exist. For a development
of the concept of 'proximity maps for convex sets' in Hilbert space see [1]. In Sec. 3
problem (1) is restricted to the case in which the norm is a twice continuously
differentiable function. The importance of this class of problems is mainly due to the
fact that it includes the problem of distance between polytopes in the familiar spaces
R"t , 1 < t < oa.1 In this section we consider a method of solving this problem. The

*Reeeived October 29, 1966; revised manuscript received May 23, 1967. This paper was presented
in part at the American Mathematical Society Meeting in New Brunswick, New Jersey, on September 2,
1966 under the title "On the Tchebycheff Approximation."

•B" is the space Rn with norm ||-||( defined by ||U]|f = GCi-i
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algorithm which is presented is an adaptation and extension of the method of Frank
and Wolfe [2] for convex programming to this problem. For the Euclidean space Rn2
problem (1) is a quadratic programming problem and other algorithms exist for its
solution e.g. [3], [4]. In Sec. 4 an approximation criterion is given in conjunction with
the algorithm stated in Sec. 3, and the proof of convergence is contained in Sec. 5.

In Sec. 6 the problem of determining the distance from a point to a subspace in
{Rn, ||-||} is considered. In addition to the method of Sec. 3, linear programming
formulations of problem (1) for the spaces R\ and R" are considered in this section.
This problem can be stated in the form

Minimize \\AX — d|[ (3)
XtR*

where A is an m X n matrix. In R" (3) is the Tchebycheff approximation e.g. [5]. In
Ri (3) is the Li-norm or 'taxicab metric' approximation problem. The system (3) may
in addition be subject to linear inequality constraints, say BX < b.

It is noteworthy that problem (3) in R2 , the least squares approximation, even
when subject to linear equality constraints always possesses a closed form solution
(e.g. [6]). For in this space if (3) is restricted to S = {X; BX — b) ^ 0 then
X° — B+b + [7 — B+B](A[I — B+B]) + (AB+b — d) is a solution.2 To see this
note that S = [X; X = B+b + [7 - B+B]Y, Y t Rn], see [7], hence ||AX - d\\2 =
||AB+b + A[I - B*B]Y - d||2 and it follows that Y° = (A[I - B+B])+(AB+b - d)
minimizes this expression and the fact that X° is a solution is established.

2. Existence. We are given two polytopes in R": C\ — [Ar; AX < d\ and C2 =
{F; BY < &}; and the distance between any two corresponding points X tCj, Y t C2 is
defined vis ct vis a specific norm || • || to be |\X — F||. We seek two corresponding points
which are closest among all such pairs of points. The fact that C, and C2 are closed
convex bodies is not enough to guarantee the existence of such points; however, for
polytopes it follows nonetheless. The following will suffice to establish this fact.

Lemma 1. If Si and S2 are nonempty subsets of Rn such that S, the algebraic difference
of these sets, is closed then 3X° i Si and Y° e S2 3 ||Z° — F°|| = dist (<S, , S2).

Lemma 2. The algebraic difference oj two polytopes in R" is a polytope in Rn.

Proof. We wish to show that C = {U; U = X — Y, X e C\ , Y t C2\ is a polytope
in R" whenever Ci and C2 are polytopes in Rn. We may write Ci = {X; AX < a\,
Ci = ! Y; BY < 6} for some matrices A and B, and vectors a and b. C = [ (X, F);
AX < a, BY < b} is a polytope in R2n and C is the image of C under the linear trans-
formation whose matrix in the standard ordered basis is [7, —7]. Since the image under
a linear transformation of a polytope is also a polytope (to see this let P be a polytope
then

p = \U) u = £ X,£/■' + E tuV', Xi , Hi > 0, E X, = 1
v *' = 1 j=l i = 1

where U* are the extreme points of P and V' are the extreme rays; the image T(P)
of P under a linear transformation T can be expressed as

T(P) = < U; U = E \tU' + Z P,?'. X.- ,ft>0Z^, = l
i -1 i = 1 i=l J

where U' = TV and V' = TV, hence T{P) is a polytope), C is a polytope.

*B+ is the generalized inverse of B, see [7],
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Theorem. The distance between any two poly topes in \Rn, ||-||} is attained.

3. A method of feasible directions. In this section we consider an algorithm which
is suitable for determining the solution to problem (1) when the norm possesses
continuous second derivatives. This is a method of 'feasible directions' in the sense
of Zoutendijk [8] and also very much in the spirit of 'generalized programming' d la
Dantzig and Wolfe [4], [9], [10]. The proof of convergence follows readily from and is
an adaptation of a proof in Frank and Wolfe [2], The class of norms considered here
includes the norms ||-||, , 1 < t <

For simplicity we can assume without loss of generality that X1 e C\ and F1 e C2
are on hand to start the process. Solutions to systems of linear inequalities are readily
available by various methods including: Dantzig, Orden, Wolfe [11], Goldstein and
Cheney [5], Agmon [12], and Motzkin and Schoenberg [13].

In general at the fcth iteration.
Phase 1.

(a) Given Xk t Cl , Yk t C2, let U" = X" - Y" and determine / = V ||tf|| [„.„»

(b) Solve the two linear programs

(I) MinimizertCl irkV (II) Maximize^,Cl wkW

to obtain Vk and Wk extreme points of Ci and C2 respectively.

(c) Let P* = V" - X\ Qk = IF* - F\
Phase 2.

(a) Minimizeosx, ,x,<i ||Uk + XjP* — X2Q*|| to obtain X* and X* .
(b) Let Xk+1 = X" + \kPk, F*+I = Yk + X*Q* return to Phase 1 with k replaced

by k + 1 unless Xj = X' = 0 in which case terminate the process.

In case both Ci and C2 are convex polyhedra the above algorithm will suffice. If
this is not the case then at some iteration it may happen that (I) or (II) yields an edge
instead of an extreme point, say

V\t) = Vk + tVk2

in the polytope C, along which irkV —* — as t—> ». In this case (2a) should be modified
to

Minimize \\Uk + \xPk(t) - X2QJ|| (4)
0<Xi , Xa<l

where Pk{t) = Vk(t) — Xk to obtain \k(t) and Xj . Determine max I 3 \k(t) = 1, say tk,
and let X* = \k(tk). The fact that tk is finite is a direct consequence of the existence
theorem. An unbounded edge of (II) is treated similarly.

4. An approximation criterion. For any feasible U = X — F, U° = X° — Y°,
X, X" t Ci , Y, Y t C2

|t/°|| (U — U°) by convexity

\U°\\ ([X - F] - [1° - F0])
|C/°|| (X - X°) - V \\U°\\ (F - F°)
|C/°|| (F - X°) - V ||C/°|| (W - F°)
\U°\\ (.P - Q)

\\U\\ > \\U°\\ + V
= ||t/°ll + V
= ll^°ll +V
> ||t/°|[ + V
= \\U°\\ + V
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thus for optimal U* we have the bounds

\\U°\\ + V ||C7°|| (P - Q) < 11C/*11 < ||t/°||
where V, W are the solutions of

Min irV Max ttW

s.t. AV < d s.t. BW < b

here ir = V 11 C/°11, P = V — X°, Q = IF — Y°. This is precisely the approximation
criterion of [2],

5. Convergence. At any iteration we suppose that Uk, Vk+1, W,+1 hence Pk 11 and
Qk+l are known. Using the convex programming method of [2] we would obtain Uk+1
which satisfies

ng"'n- ii^n < t h^ii Max (i - Minimi, A (5)
1j Jj ^ J j 2)

where U* is the optimal solution and L > 0 is a constant which depends on the constraint
set (since the solution of (I) exists it follows that we can restrict the search to Cl S
and C2 r\ S for some sphere S, thus L exists). Now

||{?*+I|| > ||tf'+1|| = Minimum \\Uk + X(Pt+1 - Q*+,)||
1 <X< 1

> Minimum \\Uk + X.P4'1 - X//+,||
0<x,,x2<l

* + 11

hence
= lit/' ..
\\ut+1\\ ~ 11^*11 < 1I^+1I1 - 11^*11 (6)

Ij 1j

and since (5) is sufficient for convergence (see [2]) it follows from (6) that the algorithm
of Sec. 3 converges to an optimal solution.

6. The distance from a point to a subspace. In this case the problem has the form

Minimize || AX — d\ |

s.t. BX > b
and may also be represented by

Minimize ||K — d||
(8)

s.t. DY > I
for some D and /, however (7) is more common. The method of Sec. 3 applies to (8)
if 11 • 11 has continuous second derivatives.

(A) A Discrete Tchebycheff Approximation. When the norm is ||• ||„ , (7) is equivalent
to

Minimize t

s.t. AX -f- te > d ^

— AX ~1- te ^ —d
BX > b
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see [5], [14], [15], [16]. Similarly (1) is equivalent to

Minimize t

s.t. X— Y -f- te ^ 0

-X + Y + te > 0 (10)

-AX > -d
-BY > -b.

Both (9) and (10) are linear programs and the method of [11] is highly efficient for
their solution or for the solution of their duals.

(B) A Taxicab Metric Approximation. When the norm is || • ||i , (7) is equivalent to

Minimize e1 Y* + eTY~

s.t. AX + Y+ - Y~ = d, (11)
Y+, Y~ > 0

see [16] and [17]. Similarly (1) is equivalent to

Minimize eTY+ + eTY~

X - Z + Y* - Y~ = 0,
— AX > -d,

-BZ > -b.

(12)

(C) A Least Squares Approximation. When the norm is || • ||2, (7) is the well known
least squares approximation, a quadratic programming problem, and may be solved
by the methods of [3] or [4].
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